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HLRS wants to thank our family members who help with the sale and its
preparation and other friends who have been so helpful over the years.
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This Year’s Catalog on our 30th Anniversary
is Dedicated to:

The Giles Family

Animal agriculture, range management, 4-H and FFA youth activities, research and
extension programs, urban folks, legislators, international visitors and certainly our
mohair Angora goat industry have greatly benefited from the hard work and passion of
the Giles family from Comfort, Texas.
Robin’s grandfather, an architect who practiced in San Antonio, arrived in the USA from
England in the 1860’s. He began purchasing land in 1885 and named it the Hillingdon
Ranch. Mr. Giles was one of the first to import Angus cattle to our region. He began
exhibiting at San Antonio in 1904. As most of us know their ranch is a real business
oriented working ranch. Another observation that stands out is that it is very unusual for
a family to develop reputation herds of 3 species - commercial Angora goats, fine wool
sheep and Black Angus cattle with economic traits that other producers want to purchase
for their herds.
Robin and Carol are quick to thank our extension and research teams who have given
assistance and encouragement over the many years. Some of which are: 1) wool &
mohair testing at TAMU San Angelo; 2) rib eye measurements in yearling ewes and rams;
3) fecal exams for parasite resistance; 4) beginning to collect fecal samples for juniper
eating Angora goats and; 5) continuing to participate in the pasture Angora billy goat
test at Sonora. The Hillingdon Ranch is an approved research facility for the USDA. They
also provide cattle and sheep to the Noble Foundation in Oklahoma for grazing and
management studies.
It all takes extra time and then ACTION to utilize the data. Robin and Grant have
mentioned that predator control can take up to 25% of their own time and skills. They
have started with guard dogs also. Have you ever driven up to their ranch and happened
to see Carol backing up the trailer to unload her saddle horse and 2 bulls? And then load
up the horse again to go get some more. Somehow Carol finds the time to be very active
on a District and State level with the Texas Farm Bureau. Their home has been open
many years for their family, friends, 4-H er’s, ranch tours and foreign producers. Misty
stays busy with Wade and West, bookwork and a regular newsletter to the cousins who
are determined to help keep the ranch and heritage intact. Grant will not let Robin and
Carol slow down. Grant has been a leader in the Young Ranchers Group (more can join)
which was organized by Dr. Redden. Older sisters and brother of Grant’s come back to
the ranch at times to visit and help – Kim, Keely, Qwen and Kip. Qwen lives in PA now,
but her oldest daughter Elana is a student at Angelo State. Kip whom we remember as
an outstanding 4-H member with Justin Steiler, is now an attorney for San Antonio City
Public Water Service. Some of us old-timers have fond memories of Robin’s dad and
mother.
But wait there is More to the Truth! Some of the most inspiring chapters include: the
utilization and management of the land – especially Angora goats being used to help
control cedar; for over 35 years Robin has coached 4-H er’s in mohair, wool, livestock and
range plants. He is so proud of Robert Haile and others in other counties who are coaches
also. Entrepreneurship – marketing lamb meat in San Antonio with his cousin Dottie;
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working with others to make and sell wool and mohair products. Working with James
Stott’s family and processors to provide a special mohair, wool sock; judging livestock
shows; developing a detailed weaned-calf program; developing the finest micron ewes
that raise more lambs; famous for sorting mohair, but Robin no longer personally shears
his own sheep and goats, he serves on numerous committees including the local school
board, the Texas Predator Board and the Mohair Council.
Thanks to the Giles Family for being true Ambassadors for All of us in Agriculture.

Reference Sires
A.B. Hobson & Sons Martysford Stud
76 (1991) - This buck was sired by K131, the twin to the Martyrsford buck that sold
for 110,000 Rand, a world record price. He combined the size, muscle, thickness, and
correctness of a superior meat goat with a typical soft South African mohair fleece.
422 (1991) - This buck was Mike Hobson’s selection for the partnership. His sire was an
outstanding producer for the Hobsons. Phenotypically this buck was well balanced but
not flashy. However, he was a “blue blood” stud, he consistently produced quality kids,
both straight South African and “cross”.
04 (1993) - In 1994 Mike Hobson, Fred Speck, and Hayden Haby returned to South
Africa and selected this buck for the second importation. His conformation was near
perfect. His offspring have fine fleeces.
80 (1993) - This buck was also selected by Hobson, Speck, and Haby for the second
importation. His sire was a Thorn Park buck purchased at the dispersal sale by A.B.
Hobson and Brett Wienand. Haby really liked this big, tall long bodied buck.
Ross Ranch Comments
Our kidding starts about the third week of March thru early May. Most of us in the
registered goat business make notes about our individual animals. Listed below are some
of the codes that we use in our records. For those who want this info, some are reflected
on our individual lots in this catalog. We “bag” out all of our does each year (even the
commercial ones) since the udder teat structure plays a very important role in % kid crop
raised in the pasture. Likewise, we place a strong emphasis on scrotal size, evenness &
skin/mohair cover for fertility. Staple length is measured on the side, rump & britch.

SSK
SK
FK
KID
AK
FYG
YG
FA

1= excellent
2= good
= Super, Super Kid
= Super Kid
= Fine Kid
= low kid
= average kid from adult
= finer young goat
= regular yearling
= fine adult

3= average

Continued on Next Page
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CHAR =
Length =
K
=
Y
=
Un
=
B
=
SIZE =
HN
=
teeth =
FT
=
		
Ribs
=
HT
=
CMT =
RAT
=
SMT
=
Sct
=
Toes
=
Ud
=
HK
=
WW
=

character of mohair
measure side, back, britch
kemp
yield - prefer some lanolin
uniformity
overall body
big, good, med, small
horns – diameter & spacing
teeth
foretop – 1 = real open face w/distinct mohair look ;
prefer #2; #3 some channel
spring of ribs
heart, chest width
crooked mohair tail
slick, rat tail
straight, mohair tail
scrotum size & inches split
toes
udder/small teat
width & freedom of cow hock
walks wide
HABY, LOCKHART, ROSS, SPECK

HLRS 60 (1995) - Out of 80 and a “Lockdale” doe imported from South Africa, this
buck combined a long stapled fleece with a very correct body conformation. The yearling
does on Laura Speck’s 1999 show circuit were both out of this buck. His two sons at the
Sonora Test had the longest staple length in 1999.
HLRS-2-606 (2002) - This buck had an excellent body conformation with a thick spring
of ribs, level rump, and he walked wide. He also carried a uniform, ringlet, yearling
fleece. He was out of HLRS 153 (an 04 son) and a Thorn Park stud doe #81.
CURRENT LIVING SIRES
HLRS-9-002 - This is an embryo buck from goats we purchased at the Mike Hobson
dispersal sale in South Africa. He is a big, robust buck with a soft, uniform fleece. He did
well on the show string for Tyler. He has produced our best show does.
HLRS-9-870 - This fine, showy buck is a HLRS 606 grandson.
HLRS-0-045 - This embryo buck is from our second “Australian “ shipment of Hobson
goats. He is a big, long bodied buck with a fine fleece.
HLRS-0-058 - This embryo buck is from the latest import. His sire is from the AB
“Blake“ Hobson Martysford Stud and the dam is from the Mike Hobson Careysbrook
Stud. He is a big, robust, open faced buck with a fine, ringlet fleece. He has bred great
kids.
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HLRS-0-081 - A full brother to HLRS-0-045, he also breeds well.
HLRS-0-925 - This buck is fancy with a fine, uniform fleece and a thick body. He was on
the show string. His grandfather was HLRS-2-606
HLRS-987 - This buck is out of HLRS-7-821. He has a ringlet, uniform fleece.
Speck Ranch Sires:
H-584 “Superfine” - This legendary Haby stud, along with H-787 “Son of Champ”,
provided the foundation of our herd. Both bloodlines produced champions for Speck
Angoras at all major shows in 1990 through 1999.
FLS2-404 (1992) - This buck bred true and produced super kids. He had excellent
conformation with a wide spring of ribs, wide hindquarters, straight back legs, and strong
typical horns. He carried a fine, ringlet yearling grade fleece and was uniform from neck
to britch. His sire is 4P-210, grand sire is FLS8-43, and great-grand sire is H-787.
FLS1-249 (1991) - This was one of the finest fleeced, most uniform bucks we had. His
sire is FLS9-68 and his dam, FLS9-76, is a daughter of “Superfine”. In 1994 he was the
first place Aged Buck at the Kerrville, San Antonio, and Houston Jr. Stock Shows.
FLS6-1382 (1996) - When Hayden Haby & Jesse Lockhart saw this buck as a yearling,
they called him the “perfect buck”. He had correct horns, thick body, and a fine ringlet
long stapled fleece with kid hair. He was a son of 404 and produced many excellent kids.
FLS8-1810 (1998) - A son of 1382, this buck always carried a fine ringlet kid fleece
and produced many excellent kids. He was one of our top producers. His mother was
out of 249 and was on the show circuit. She won the Grand Champion Goat of Show in
Kerrville in 1997.
FLS9-2224 (1999) - A son of FLS6-1382, this was a showy, big, extremely fine fleeced
uniform ringlet haired buck.
FLS0-2350 (2000) - This was a fine-haired, showy buck, 100% Texan, and was a full
brother to FLS8-1810. He produced good kids.
FLS0-2407 (2000) - Hayden Haby, Jesse Lockhart and Joe David Ross purchased this
buck at the 2001 HLRS sale. Hayden loaned him to me for two breeding seasons. His
offspring have very fine uniform fleeces and an open face. He was a son of FLS 1337 (out
of 607...404) The buck maintained a ringlet, superkid fleece.
FLS2-3136 (2002) - This showy buck combines a beautiful fleece with an excellent body
conformation. He was a son of FLS0-2593 (son of 1810). He was 100% Texan.
FLS2-3206 (2002) - This son of FLS8-1810 was 100% Texan and had a very fine fleece.
FLS2-3214 (2002) - This showy buck had a wide spring of rib and a beautiful ringlet
fleece He was 75% Texan out of FLS0-2593.
FLS3 3505 (2003) - This son of FLS1-2898 (out of 2224) produced great kids. He was
big, robust, open faced, and had a ringlet kid fleece. We kept several bucks he sired over
four years.
FLS4-3866 (2004) - This son of FLS0-2350 had a dense, very long stapled, uniform kid
fleece.
FLS5-4007 - This buck produces beautiful fleeces. He is out of 2671, a 404 son that had
a great body. This buck is 75% Texan.
Continued on Next Page
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FLS5-4184 - A son of FLS3-3505, this is a thick bodied, showy buck.
FLS5-4327 (2005) - I loved the fine, ringlet, dense fleece on this showy buck. He was
out of FLS9-2224.
FLS6-4503 (2006) - This was one of our favorite bucks. He was out of FLS3-3505. He
was open faced, large, thick and had a fine, uniform, ringlet fleece.
FLS6-4552 (2006) - This was a big, robust, fine fleeced buck. He was 100% Texan. His
sire was 3136 and dam was out of 2224.
FLS6-4562 (2006) - This 50% Texas buck was out of HLRS-2-606. He was long bodied,
thick, large, upstanding and had a ringlet fine fleece.
FLS8-5139 - This fancy buck has produced well for us. In 2012 he won Champion
Buck as an aged buck at the Kerrville District Show (largest Angora goat show in U.S.).
He still carries a ringlet, uniform superkid fleece. He is out of FLS4-3866 and has a thick
structurally correct body. He is 81% Texan.
FLS9-5678 - This 87.5% Texan buck is an 1810 great grandson. Haby really liked this
buck’s father, a robust, wild-eyed, crazy, fence jumping buck.
FLS2-6634 - This was an impressive, very fine buck with a great body. His sire was
FLS7-4846. He is 94% Texan and was Grand Champion Buck at San Antonio in 2014.
CURRENT LIVING SIRES
FLS9-5406 - This son of FLS3-3505 has an excellent body conformation and a fine
ringlet, kid fleece. He is 75% Texan
FLS9-5613 - He is a great bodied, fine fleeced buck out of FLS3-3505.
FLS9-5632 - This 100% Texan buck is out of FLS2-3136. He carries a ringlet fleece with
extra staple length and 1+ grease.
FLS0-5814 - This 100% Texan buck is out of FLS7-4846. He has a thick spring of ribs
and a uniform ringlet fleece.
FLS0-5890 - Out of FLS2-3214, he is 81% Texan. He is robust with a ringlet kid fleece.
FLS1-6368 - An 81% Texan. His sire is is FLS4-4007 ( a superfine grandson of 404). He
has a uniform,very fine, ringlet fleece and a wide body.
FLS2-6534 - This 50% Texan buck is sired by HLRS-9-002. He has a great body and a
soft, ringlet, kid fleece.
FLS2-6603 - Out of FLS6-4562, this buck is 68% Texan. He is showy with a ringlet kid
fleece.
FLS2-6686 - A son of FLS9-5374, he is 86% Texan. He is a large, wide bodied buck with
a ringlet fleece.
FLS2-6729 - A son of FLS9-5456 (3505), he is 87.5% Texan. He has a wide body and a
ringlet kid fleece.
FLS2-6780 - Out of FLS9-5374, he is 86% Texan. He has a great body conformation and
a fine fleece.
FLS2-6823 - This showy buck has a ringlet, super kid fleece and a thick, correct body.
His sire is FLS8-5235 (A HLRS 606 grandson). He is 75% Texan.
FLS2-6824 - A twin to FLS2-6823, he looks identical and also breeds great.
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FLS3-7076 - This 100% Texas buck is a son of FLS6-4552. He is open faced and has a
wide spring of ribs and a uniform kid fleece.
FLS3-7147 - This buck out of FLS9-5406 combines a correct thick body with a ringlet
kid fleece. He is 87.5% Texan.
FLS3-7193 - Out of FLS8-5181 (3505), this buck is 86% Texan. He is upstanding and
proud with an open face and a ringlet superkid fleece.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT THE REFERENCE SIRES
OR ANY OF THE GOATS OFFERED IN THIS SALE, PLEASE CONTACT:
Dennette “Haby”Orwig Ben Lockhart
Joe David Ross
(830) 563-5141
(830) 234-3592
(915) 387-3163
				

Fred L. Speck Jr.
(830) 895-1234		
(830) 459-0549

BREEDER’S GUARANTEE - Should any goat be proven to be a non-breeder its first
breeding season, please notify the particular breeder. Common sense and fairness by both
the seller and buyer should prevail. If the animal has not been neglected, fed excessively,
exposed to a disease after the sale, loaned out or sold to another party, etc., the animal
may be returned for replacement after agreement by the seller. No guarantee can be made
as to how the goat will cross with your goats. The goats should be allowed adequate time
to adapt to their new location after transportation.
TERMS are cash or check. Should any dispute arise from the taking of bids, the
auctioneer’s decision will be final.
HEALTH CERTIFICATES - Any potential buyer should check in advance with his state’s
veterinary health requirements and be prepared to make necessary arrangements.
Shearing Dates
Speck-- bucks—January 22 and 27(half each time) does —January21 unless otherwise
noted.
VACCINATIONS - All Speck goats were vaccinated at 6 months of age for CL and given
a booster this summer. As with any vaccine, this will not totally eliminate the disease but
will significantly reduce the incidence. At four months of age they were vaccinated with
Sore mouth and CDT.
Even though we breeders have similar standards and breeding programs, the animals
have been raised in different environments, management and kidding dates. Please make
notes of these differences and make visual comparisons of individual animals from within
that specific herd.
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YEARLING DOES
Lot#

GOAT ID

SEX

SIRE

DAM

SELLER

BREED

PRICE

1

FLS6 7962 Doe FLS3 7147
FLS3 6950 Speck 84.375% TX_ _______
This showy upstanding doe has a level back. She has a fine, uniform, ringlet, kid fleece.  
Her mother is out of FLS8-5139.
2
FLS6 7963 Doe FLS3 6887
FLS3 7095 Speck 78.125% TX_ _______
This big doe has a level top and a thick spring of ribs. She has a dense, uniform, soft,
ringlet fleece. Her mother is out of FLS9-5406. We kept her twin sister. She has injured
her horn.
3
FLS6 8047 Doe FLS8 5139
FLS2 6741 Speck 83.59375% TX_ ______
This big upstanding doe has a long body and a thick spring of ribs. Her fleece is dense,
soft, and ringlet. Her mother is out of FLS9-5374.
4

FLS6 7839 Doe FLS3 7147
FLS1 6147 Speck 84.375% TX_ _______
This is a big, long bodied doe with a very thick spring of ribs. She has a very dense, soft,
kid fleece.  
5
FLS6 7859 Doe FLS0 5890
FLS0 5771 Speck 81.25% TX_________
This big well covered doe has hair on her ears. She has a dense, soft, ringlet fleece. Her
mother is a very wide bodied doe with a ringlet fleece.
6

FLS6 7934 Doe FLS0 5890
FLS2 6666 Speck 84.375% TX_ _______
This bigger doe has a good spring of ribs. She is well covered with lots of soft hair. Her
mother is out of FLS9-5456.
7
FLS6 7900 Doe FLS3 6887
FLS9 5465 Speck 84.375% TX_ _______
This is a big doe with an open face, thick spring of ribs, and a level top. Her fleece is
uniform, soft, ringlet and carries extra staple length. Her mother is out of FLS6-4503 and
has produced three keeper does for us. Her brother is Lot #74.
8
FLS6 8027 Doe FLS2 6686
FLS2 6682 Speck 85.15625% TX_ ______
This big doe has a thick spring of ribs and level top. Her fleece is long stapled, soft, and
ringlet. She has lots of hair.  
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YEARLING DOES
Lot#

GOAT ID

SEX

SIRE

DAM

SELLER

BREED

PRICE

9

FLS6 8026 Doe FLS3 7147
FLS3 7179 Speck 92.1875% TX________
This showy doe has a beautiful, fine, soft, ringlet, superkid fleece. Her mother is out of
FLS7-4846.
10 FLS6 7926 Doe FLS2 6729
FLS2 6585 Speck 87.5% TX_ ________
This is a large doe with great body capacity. She carries extra staple length in her dense,
soft, ringlet fleece. Her mother is out of FLS7-4846.
11 FLS6 8024

Doe FLS2 6824
FLS3 6904 Speck 79.6875% TX________
This medium sized doe is very showy and has a very soft, long stapled, ringlet fleece.  Her
mother is out of FLS8-5139.
12 FLS6 8009 Doe FLS3 6887
FLS8 5152 Speck 81.25% TX_________
This smaller doe has a thick spring of ribs and a level top. She has a beautiful, soft,
ringlet, long stapled fleece. Her mother is out of FLS6-4503.
13 FLS6 7947

Doe FLS2 6824
FLS3 6905 Speck 79.6875% TX________
This is an stout, upstanding showy doe. She has a very soft, uniform fleece with extra
staple length. Her mother is out of FLS8-5139. Her sister is Lot #35.
14 FLS6 7849 Doe FLS9 5632
FLS8 5307 Speck 95.325% TX_ _______
This doe has a dense soft fleece.  She has a level top and is showy with her mohair tail.
Her sister is Lot #31.
15 FLS6 7855

Doe FLS1 6368
FLS1 6160 Speck 78.125% TX_ _______
This smaller doe has very fine, soft, ringlet kid fleece. His mother is out of FLS6-4552. Her
brother is Lot #77.
16 FLS6 7924 Doe FLS3 7076
FLS3 6907 Speck 84.375% TX_ _______
This doe has correct body conformation with a level top and a thick spring of ribs. She
has a dense, soft, fine ringlet fleece. Her mother is out of FLS9-5678.
17 FLS6 7833

Doe FLS2 6824
FLS0 5795 Speck 84.375% TX_ _______
This is a showy, medium sized doe with a beautiful, soft, ringlet kid fleece. She has a
thick spring of ribs. Her mother is out of FLS7-4846.Her brother is Lot #52.
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YEARLING DOES
Lot#

GOAT ID

SEX

SIRE

DAM

SELLER

BREED

PRICE

18 FLS6 7932

Doe FLS2 6603
FLS3 6884 Speck 77.34375% TX_ ______
This well covered doe combines good body conformation with a fine, soft, dense fleece.
19 FLS6 8064 Doe FLS2 6780
FLS2 6743 Speck 83.59375% TX_ ______
Don’t let outside appearance fool you. She has a long stapled, soft, ringlet, kid fleece.
She is level topped and showy. Her mother is out of FLS9-5406.
20 FLS6 8008 Doe FLS3 7147
FLS3 6964 Speck 87.5% TX_ ________
This alert showy wild doe has a level top and a soft ringlet fleece. Her mother is out of
FLS7-4846.
21 FLS6 7874 Doe FLS3 7193
FLS8 5214 Speck 83.59375% TX_ ______
This medium sized doe is upstanding with a good body conformation. She has a soft,
ringlet, kid fleece. Her mother has produced several keeper does for us.
22 FLS6 8072 Doe FLS2 6823
FLS3 7188 Speck 81.25% TX_________
This medium sized doe has a dense, uniform, ringlet fleece. She recently broke her right
horn. Her mother is out of FLS8-5139.
23 FLS6 7994 Doe HLRS 0-058 FLS3 7014 Speck
50% TX__________
This doe has a thick spring of ribs, level top, and a deep body. She has a uniform, dense,
ringlet fleece. Her mother is out of FLS6-4552. Her brother is Lot #56.
24 FLS6 7838 Doe FLS0 5890
FLS9 5528 Speck 84.375% TX_ _______
This doe has a uniform, dense, soft, long stapled fleece. Please look inside her fleece.
Last year her full brother sold for $1000. Her twin brother is Lot #98.  
25 FLS6 7846 Doe FLS2 6634
FLS1 6300 Speck 90.625% TX_ _______
This doe has a thick spring of ribs and a level top. Please look inside her fleece, she has
soft, fine hair. We kept her sister who was on Shelby’s show string.
26 FLS6 7910 Doe FLS3 6887
FLS1 6514 Speck 77.34375% TX_ ______
This upstanding big doe has a thick spring of ribs and a level top. Her fleece is soft and
long stapled. She will shear lots of pounds. She is a grand daughter of FLS3-3505.
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YEARLING DOES
Lot#

GOAT ID

SEX

SIRE

DAM

SELLER

BREED

PRICE

27 FLS6 7883

Doe FLS3 6887
FLS1 6350 Speck 78.125% TX_ _______
This big doe has excellent body conformation. Look inside, she has extra staple length,
is dense, and has lots of soft hair. Her twin sister is Shelby’s top show doe kid who won
first place in Kerrville and San Antonio in 2017.
28 FLS6 7853

Doe FLS3 7147
FLS9 5491 Speck 90.625% TX_ _______
This medium sized doe has excellent body conformation, is deep, thick, and level topped.
Her soft ringlet kid fleece has extra staple length.
29 FLS6 8075 Doe FLS0 5814
FLS2 6669 Speck 89.84375% TX _______
This smaller doe carries one of the prettiest fleeces in the sale. She has long stapled kid
hair with pencil ringlet. Her mother is out of FLS9-5374.
30 FLS6 7882

Doe FLS0 5890
FLS0 6043 Speck 85.9375% TX________
This big doe has a good body capacity and a level top. Look inside this fleece, it carries
lots of soft dense hair. Her mother produced two keeper does for us.
31 FLS6 7848 Doe FLS9 5632
FLS8 5307 Speck 95.325% TX_ _______
This medium sized doe has a thick spring of ribs. She has a dense, soft, long stapled
fleece. Her mother is a granddaughter of FLS0-2350.Her sister is Lot#_14___.
32 FLS6 7997

Doe FLS2 6686
FLS8 5055 Speck 86.71875% TX_ ______
This doe is well covered with a dense fleece. Her mother is out of FLS3-3505.
33 FLS6 7954

Doe FLS2 6534
FLS2 6573 Speck 73.4375% TX________
This medium sized doe has a dense, soft fleece. Her mother is out of FLS7-4846.   
34 FLS6 8074 Doe FLS2 6823
FLS3 7064 Speck 78.125% TX_ _______
This smaller doe is showy. She has a long stapled ringlet kid fleece. Her mother is out of
FLS9-5678.
35 FLS6 7948 Doe FLS2 6824
FLS3 6905 Speck 79.6875% TX________
This doe has a thick spring of ribs. She has a long stapled, uniform fleece and is showy
with a mohair tail. Her mother is out of FLS8-5139. Her sister is Lot #13.
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YEARLING DOES
Lot#

GOAT ID

SEX

SIRE

DAM

SELLER

BREED

PRICE

36 FLS6 7892

Doe FLS9 5613
FLS1 6430 Speck 84.375% TX_ _______
This doe has excellent body conformation. Look inside, she is uniform and dense with lots
of soft hair. Her mother is out of FLS8-5139.
37 FLS6 7889 Doe FLS2 6634
FLS9 5506 Speck 90.625% TX_ _______
This doe has a thick spring of ribs and a very soft, uniform, ringlet fleece. Her brother,
Lot #61 is a potential stud buck.
38 FLS6 7960

Doe FLS1 6368
FLS2 6778 Speck 84.375% TX_ _______
This smaller doe has extra long staple length of her soft, ringlet, kid fleece. She is
correctly built with a level top and a thick spring of ribs. Her mother is out of FLS9-5374.
We kept her twin brother as a stud buck.
39 FLS6 7834

Doe FLS3 7193
FLS1 6253 Speck 86.71875% TX_ ______
This doe has a thick spring of ribs and a level top. Don’t let the outside appearance fool
you. She has a dense, soft, ringlet kid fleece. Her mother is out of FLS7-4846.
40 FLS6 7922 Doe FLS3 7193
FLS2 6684 Speck 86.71875% TX_ ______
This showy doe was on Shelby’s show string and shorn late. She is upstanding, with level
top, and a thick spring of ribs. She has a beautiful, fine, soft, pencil ringlet fleece. We
consider her a stud doe. We kept her twin sister.
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YEARLING BUCKS
Lot#

GOAT ID

SEX

SIRE

DAM

SELLER
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41 FLS6 7880

Buck FLS9 5632
FLS1 6251 Speck 90.625% TX_ _______
This large bodied showy buck was on Shelby’s show string and shorn late. His
grandmother is FLS6-4607. I sold her to Clay Kneese 4 years ago and she won the Davis
Special for finest aged doe 3 times in four years. He has a dense ringlet soft kid fleece.
His father is out of FLS2-3136.
42 FLS6 7904 Buck FLS2 6824
FLS9 5606 Speck 78.125% TX ________
This is a big, long bodied, open faced buck. He has a soft kid fleece. His mother is out of
FLS7-4897 and is a true stud doe. We have kept three stud bucks from her out of three
different sires and two keeper does. His twin brother is Lot #90.
43 FLS6 8013 Buck FLS2 6729
FLS0 5911 Speck 85.9375% TX________
Eddie Holland and Preston Faris considered him as stud potential and a keeper. He carries
a long stapled, ringlet, superkid fleece. He is big, upstanding with a long body and a thick
spring of ribs. His mother is out of FLS8-5139.
44 FLS6 8051

Buck FLS3 7078
FLS9 5730 Speck 81.25% TX_________
This big bodied buck has open eye channels. He has a dense, uniform, soft fleece. His
mother is out of FLS4-4007 and has produced one stud buck and two keeper does for us.
45 JBR 38
Buck JBR 51
OR 61
Ross
_____________
NO PAPERS - Shorn 3-14-17. This fine hair buck carries the proper amount of lanolin
that we prefer. His sire (green tag 51 at the 2015 pasture performance test) scored well
with a uniform fleece, FT2, Y3, B1, WW. The dam of the sire placed 1st in her commercial
class at Kerrville three years in a row (UD3+). This sale buck’s dam scores Ud2, with a
uniform fleece, an open face and is a regular producer
46 FLS6 8003 Buck FLS3 6887
FLS3 6943 Speck 84.375% TX_ _______
Eddie Holland and Preston Faris considered this a potential stud buck. We considered
keeping him as a stud. This showy buck has a dense, uniform, soft, beautiful long stapled
ringlet kid fleece. He has a thick spring of ribs. His mother is out of FLS7-4846.
47 FLS6 7930

Buck FLS2 6824
FLS3 6913 Speck 78.125% TX_ _______
This buck has an open eye channel, thick spring of ribs, and a long stapled, ringlet, kid
fleece. His mother is thick with a ringlet kid fleece.
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48 HLRS 6-376 Buck

HLRS 0-045 HLRS 9-873 HLRS
100% SA _________
This buck has a thick spring of ribs and open eye channels. He has a soft, dense, high
yielding fleece.
49 FLS6 7916 Buck FLS3 7076
FLS1 6505 Speck 71.875% TX_ _______
Both Preston Faris and Eddie Holland thought I should keep this buck as a stud because
of his beautiful, long stapled, fine pencil ringlet kid fleece. His mother is 43.7% Texan and
has correct body with ringlet kid fleece.
50 FLS6 8005 Buck FLS2 6634
FLS1 6433 Speck 89.0625% TX________
This buck has a long body and an open face. He has a uniform, dense, ringlet fleece. His
mother is an open faced thick doe with a kid fleece.
51

JBR 48
Buck JBR 1217
Y 15
Ross
_____________
NO PAPERS - Shorn 2-24-17. This alert twin buck is open face with a lot of body and
scrotum that goes with the size and fineness of his sire. Y15 is a large commercial doe
that scores Ud 2, B1, FT 2, Char 1.6. She is a regular producer.
52 FLS6 7832

Buck FLS2 6824
FLS0 5795 Speck 84.375% TX_ _______
This is a big upstanding showy buck. He has a beautiful ringlet kid fleece. His mother is
out of FLS7-4846. His sister is Lot #17.
53 FLS6 7936 Buck FLS2 6729
FLS3 6939 Speck 90.625% TX_ _______
This big buck has open eye channels and thick spring of ribs. He has a long stapled,
ringlet, kid fleece. We kept his twin sister.
54 HLRS 6-413 Buck

HLRS 4-184 HLRS Feb-98 HLRS
100% SA_ ________
This buck is wide bodied with a level top, thick spring of ribs, and open eye channels. His
kid fleece is very soft and dense.
55 FLS6 7935 Buck FLS3 7147
FLS2 6661 Speck 87.5% TX_ ________
This big upstanding buck has a more open face with a long body. He has a very dense
superkid fleece. His mother is out of FLS7-4846.
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56 FLS6 7993

Buck HLRS 0-058 FLS3 7014 Speck
50% TX__________
This is an upstanding, open faced big buck with a soft ringlet kid fleece.His sister is
Lot #23. His mother is out of FLS6- 4552.
57 JBR 6
Buck
Ross
_____________
NO PAPERS - Shorn 3-14-17. Buck from our #1 Commercial Livability Flock. The dam’s
udder structure is the 1 criteria for our selection and culling program with our registered,
individually ID commercial goats and #1 multi-sire commercial Livability flocks. We do
not use bucks from mothers that have those long wedge shaped, balloon, or blunt tips.
The nanny may be 4 to 5 years old before her true genetic udder info is known. Raising
an alert kid every year with less effort is our goal. Purchased bucks are bred to test
nannies before using extensively. Parasite resistance as well as the quality of mohair and
necessary body of width, length and depth and hooves is evaluated at the same extended
period of time with mothering ability and low abortion rates on limited feed.
58 FLS6 7927 Buck FLS9 5613
FLS2 6819 Speck 80.46875% TX _______
This buck has beautiful dense uniform ringlet fleece. His mother is out of FLS9-5374 and
has a uniform, ringlet superkid fleece.
59 FLS6 7983 Buck FLS3 6887
FLS2 6776 Speck 78.125% TX_ _______
This large buck is upstanding and has an open face. He combines a thick spring of ribs
with a level top and a uniform, soft, ringlet fleece. His mother is out of FLS9-5406.
60 HLRS 6-458 Buck HLRS 0-058 HLRS 0-960 HLRS
100% SA_ ________
This buck has open eye channels, a thick spring of ribs, and a level rump. He has a soft,
long stapled, dense fleece.
61 FLS6 7888

Buck FLS2 6634
FLS9 5506 Speck 90.625% TX ________
This buck has a level back and a showy tail. Eddie Holland considered him stud potential.
Dr. Melamed performed micron test -26 microns. He has a long body and is very uniform.
He has small beautiful pencil ringlets. His mother is out of FLS6-4503. His sister is Lot #37.
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62 FLS6 8033

Buck FLS2 6603
FLS2 6678 Speck 78.90625% TX_ ______
This medium sized buck has fine, uniform, ringlet kid fleece. His mother is out of
FLS9-5374.
63

JBR 6
Buck
Ross
_____________
NO PAPERS - Shorn 3-14-17. Buck from our #1 Commercial Livability Flock. Another buck
from our #1 livability does. At this year’s performance test one of our #1 bucks had gained
the most body weight in the first half of the 5 month program which ends this July 18th.
64 FLS6 7939 Buck FLS3 7193
FLS2 6802 Speck 85.9375% TX________
Preston Faris told me to keep him as a stud. He is a medium sized upstanding showy
buck with a mohair tail. He combines correct body structure with a dense soft uniform
fine ringlet kid fleece. His father has produced several stud potentials this year and we
decided not to keep them all. His mother is out of FLS9-5374.
65 FLS6 7901 Buck FLS2 6534
FLS1 6229 Speck
75% TX__________
This buck has an open eye channel, a thick spring of ribs, and a high yielding, uniform,
long stapled fleece. His mother is out of FLS7-4846 and produced a stud buck last year.
66 HLRS 6-445 Buck HLRS 0-058 HLRS 9-909 HLRS
100% SA_ ________
This is a stout buck with a very wide body. He has a soft, dense, long stapled fleece.
67 FLS6 7885 Buck FLS9 5613
FLS1 6369 Speck 82.8125% TX________
This is a big buck with a long body. Eddie Holland thought he was a keeper stud. His
fleece is long stapled, ringlet, and soft. His mother is out of FLS4-4007 and we kept his
twin sister this year.
68 FLS6 7915 Buck FLS2 6729
FLS9 5621 Speck 87.5% TX_ ________
This buck has an open eye channel, a correct body conformation, and a ringlet fleece. His
mother is out of FLS7-4846.
69 FLS6 7990 Buck FLS3 6887
FLS3 7173 Speck 79.6875% TX________
This big, upstanding, open faced buck was on Shelby’s show string and shorn late. He has
a high yielding, uniform, soft kid fleece and is very showy with his mohair tail. His mother
is out of FLS8-5139.
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70 FLS6 7978

Buck HLRS 0-058 FLS3 7008 Speck 46.875% TX ________
This buck has a correct thick body with a wide spring of ribs. He has an open face and a
dense, soft, long stapled fleece. His mother is out of FLS7-4846. His twin sister is one of
our top keeper does.
71 HLRS 6-369 Buck

HLRS 987
HLRS Feb-33 HLRS
100% SA_ ________
This open faced buck has a thick, wide body with a soft, long stapled fleece.
72 FLS6 7828

Buck FLS2 6824
FLS8 5300 Speck 84.375% TX_ _______
This big buck has an open eye channel and a dense uniform fleece. His mother produces
well. We kept his twin sister and two other does from her.
73 FLS6 7955 Buck FLS3 6887
FLS3 7004 Speck 80.46875% TX _______
This upstanding buck has an open eye channel, level top, and thick spring of ribs. He has
a long stapled, ringlet, soft, dense fleece.
74 FLS6 7899

Buck FLS3 6887
FLS9 5465 Speck 84.375% TX_ _______
This is a large, upstanding, long bodied buck with a more open face. He has a long
stapled, uniform, soft ringlet fleece. His mother is out of FLS6-4503 and has produced
three keeper does for us. His sister is Lot #07.
75 FLS6 8057

Buck FLS3 7075
FLS1 6208 Speck
75% TX__________
This is a medium sized buck with a level top and a thick spring of ribs. He has open eye
channels and a very soft, long stapled, kid fleece. His mother is out of FLS6-4552.
76 HLRS 6-438 Buck HLRS 9-002 HLRS 4-189 HLRS
100% SA_ ________
This big, upstanding, level topped buck has a good spring of ribs. He has a dense, soft
fleece that will shear lots of pounds.
77 FLS6 7854

Buck FLS1 6368
FLS1 6160 Speck 78.125% TX_ _______
This medium sized buck has a thick spring of ribs. He has a fine, soft kid fleece. His
mother is out of FLS6-4552. His sister is Lot #15.
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78 FLS6 7942

Buck FLS1 6368
FLS2 6716 Speck 79.6875% TX________
This buck has open eye channels and a uniform soft dense fleece. His mother is out of
FLS8-5139.
79 FLS6 7949 Buck FLS3 7147
FLS3 7048 Speck 83.59375% TX_ ______
This upstanding buck has a long body with a uniform dense soft kid fleece. His mother is
a big, thick bodied doe with a ringlet kid fleece.
80 FLS6 8021

Buck FLS9 5632
FLS1 6206 Speck 96.875% TX_ _______
This is an open faced buck with a level rump. He has a dense, long stapled fleece with 1+
grease. His mother is out of FLS6-4503.
81 HLRS 6-373 Buck HLRS 0-045 HLRS 994
HLRS       100% SA________
This buck has great body conformation with a thick spring of ribs, a level rump and open
eye channels. He has a soft, dense, long stapled fleece.
82 FLS6 7971

Buck FLS2 6634
FLS3 7171 Speck 89.0625% TX _ ______
This medium sized buck has a dense, soft, ringlet kid fleece. He is showy. His mother has
a ringlet kid fleece.
83 FLS6 7958 Buck FLS0 5890
FLS2 6662 Speck 81.25% TX_________
An upstanding buck with a level top, thick spring of ribs, and open eye channel. His fleece
is uniform, soft, and carries extra staple length. His mother is out of FLS9-5406 and we
kept his full sister last year.
84 FLS6 7831 Buck FLS3 7076
FLS1 6482 Speck 81.25% TX_________
This medium sized buck has correct horns. He is showy with a mohair tail. He has very
long stapled, soft, kid fleece. His mother has a ringlet fleece and a South African type
body.
85 FLS6 8010 Buck FLS3 6887
FLS3 7090 Speck 76.5625% TX________
This is an upstanding big buck with an open face. He has a long stapled, soft fleece. His
mother is out of FLS9-5406.
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86 HLRS 6-393 Buck

HLRS 4-184 HLRS 1021 HLRS
100% SA_ ________
This big open faced buck has thick spring ribs and a dense soft fleece.
87 FLS6 7992 Buck FLS2 6729
FLS0 6103 Speck 93.75% TX_________
This medium sized, long bodied buck combines correct body conformation with a long
stapled, soft, ringlet kid fleece. We kept his twin brother as a stud buck.
88 FLS6 7869 Buck FLS2 6824
FLS0 5780 Speck 81.25% TX _ _______
This buck has an open eye channel. He has a level top and thick spring of ribs. His fleece
is long stapled, uniform, and ringlet. His mother is out of FLS6-4503.
89 FLS6 8081 Buck FLS0 5814
FLS2 6786 Speck 70.3125% TX _ ______
This medium sized buck has a long body and a long stapled, ringlet fleece. His mother is
out of HLRS-9-002.
90 FLS6 7905 Buck FLS2 6824
FLS9 5606 Speck 78.125% TX_ _______
This buck has open eye channel and a dense soft ringlet fleece. His mother is out of
FLS7-4897 and is a true stud doe. We have kept three stud bucks from her out of three
different sires and two keeper does. His twin brother is Lot#_42___.
91 HLRS 6-418 Buck HLRS 4-184 HLRS 3-157 HLRS
100% SA_ ________
This buck has a large, wide body with a good spring of ribs. He has open eye channels
and a soft, dense fleece.
92 FLS6 8066

Buck FLS2 6780
FLS7 5004 Speck 85.15625% TX_ ______
This is a big, upstanding, long bodied buck. He carries extra staple length of his lustrous
fleece. His mother is out of FLS3-3505.
93 FLS6 8015 Buck FLS1 6368
FLS8 5135 Speck 84.375% TX ________
This buck has open eye channels and a dense, long stapled, soft fleece. His mother is out
of FLS3-3505. She has produced 11 kids over 6 years including 1 stud buck and several
keeper does.
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94 FLS6 7944

Buck FLS1 6368
FLS2 6846 Speck 83.59375% TX_ ______
This medium sized showy buck is correctly made with a level top and a thick spring of
ribs. He has a dense, ringlet, long stapled kid fleece. His mother is a big thick doe with
extra staple length of his fleece.
95 FLS6 7908

Buck FLS2 6634
FLS1 6204 Speck 87.5% TX_ ________
This buck has an open eye channel, a thick spring of ribs, and a dense soft fleece. His
mother produced four keeper does for us.
96 HLRS 6-410 Buck HLRS 0-045 HLRS 4-259 HLRS
This buck has an open face and a very thick spring of ribs.

100% SA_ ________

97 FLS6 7999 Buck FLS9 5632
FLS0 5821 Speck 87.5% TX_ ________
This buck’s fleece is dense and has extra luster with 1+ grease. His mother is out of
FLS3-3505.
98 FLS6 7837

Buck FLS0 5890
FLS9 5528 Speck 84.375% TX_ _______
This buck has a long body and an open eye channel. He has a soft, long stapled fleece.
Last year his full brother sold for $1000.  His sister is Lot #24.
99 FLS6 7970 Buck FLS3 7076
FLS3 7039 Speck 83.59375% TX_ ______
This buck has open eye channel, level top, and a thick spring of ribs . He has a dense,
long stapled fleece with 1+ grease. His mother is out of FLS9-5374.
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